SPREADING
MESSAGES
FOR GOOD
INFORMING • THANKING
SALUTING • MOTIVATING
DONATING

WEEK 1

REACHING OUT TO HELP
We partnered with the Outdoor Advertising
Association of America and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention to display public health
information to Americans on a variety of digital
OOH formats. The messages encouraged the public
to maintain healthy hygiene, stay home when sick,
and to practice social distancing.

WEEK 3

WEEK 2

BRINGING APPLAUSE TO AMERICA

USING OUR PLATFORM
FOR GOOD

Clapping for our healthcare heroes became a nightly
tradition in several cities across the world and we wanted
to get involved to show our appreciation. Each night from
7-7:10pm (by time zone) we switched all available digital
billboards to show our applause emojis, reinforcing our
presence and connection in the community.

Our #THANKYOU campaign was
designed to show our gratitude for our
front line workers during this current
crisis. #THANKYOU to essential workers
who stepped up for the greater good and
kept our communities safe, healthy, and fed.

SUPPORTING NONPROFITS

We partnered with the Red Cross and GroundTruth
to promote blood donations through banner ads on
mobile devices.

WEEK 4

SHOUT OUT TO BUSINESSES
PIVOTING FOR GOOD
We wanted to highlight the brands and
businesses that pivoted their strategy and
output for the betterment of the community
and greater good. We customized our
#THANKYOU campaign to give those
businesses a local shout-out.

KEEPING THE EASTER
SPIRIT ALIVE
The Prime Minister of New Zealand dubbed
The Easter Bunny as an essential worker and
we wanted to keep the tradition alive so families
could still have a fun and safe egg hunt. Our
Billboard Egg Hunt encouraged families to engage
with us on Instagram using #BillboardEggHunt.

WEEK 6

WEEK 5

MEDIA SAVING LIVES

UPLIFTING AMERICA

We joined forces with other media
companies to help our younger
generations embrace their role in winning
the battle against the spread of COVID-19.
The messages encouraged Generation Z
and Millennials to not stop everything
they’re doing, but instead do those things at
home to help stop the spread.

On World Art Day (April 15), we launched our
“Uplifting America X OUTFRAME Collaboration”
which included over 40 designs and messages of
positivity, motivation, and unity, designed by
creatives across the country. We wanted to
continue to “lift” the spirits of Americans
wherever they may be.

WEEK 7

WEEK 8

#MyMomMyHero

LOCAL RESTAURANT SPOTLIGHT
We understood that the restaurant sector
was among the hardest hit. In order to help
drive traffic to either curbside pickup or
delivery, we launched our “Spotlight”
campaign, highlighting the community's
restaurants across America.

We couldn’t forget to highlight the women in
our lives, many who have taken on even
more responsibilities during this time and
continue to be the glue that holds everyone
and everything in place. Businesses
showcased their love for moms and
displayed gift ideas on billboards across the
country. Thankful for all the moms out there
now more than ever. #MyMomMyHero

WEEK 9

HELPING BUSINESSES
#GrowStronger
As many businesses continue to struggle
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, this
low to no-cost opportunity was designed
to kick-start their business, sharing that
they are safely open with the community.
We provided local businesses with
complimentary billboard space as
reopening occurs across the country.

BLACK BUSINESSES
MATTER
After recent events, we expanded the
stimulus program to include an emphasis
on African American owned and operated
businesses, with the headline “Black
Businesses Matter.”

WEEK 10

CHEERS TO THE CLASS OF 2020
Congratulations to the Class of 2020! This is a very
exciting time for many graduates across the country,
who are closing one chapter and beginning a new
one. We displayed several congratulations messages
for graduates across the country to celebrate their
big accomplishment and to let them know we’re
proud. Shine on, Grads!

WEEK 12

BLACKOUT TUESDAY
What began as a proposed day of reflection
after the death of George Floyd morphed into
something broader, several brands shared a
photo of a black background on their social
media platforms to stand in solidarity. To
amplify the message, we created artwork that
included a black heart within the black box to
express our support for the movement and
issues it represents.

WEEK 14

BLACK HEART FULL OF LOVE
After the initial Black Heart design by our East Region
Creative Director, 15 creatives of our OUTFRONT
STUDIOS team came together to create their own Black
Heart designs to share what this moment in time means
to each of them. The final designs show a series of
muted gray hearts on black backgrounds. Unity. Truth.
Passion. Enough. All were a few of the many phrases
expressed, each conveying additional feelings of
support towards the Black Lives Matter movement.

WEEK 15

HAIRY FATHER’S DAY
After being in quarantine for a few months,
most dads have a very overgrown beard.
After all, they aren’t traveling anywhere, so
why shave? As a play on the longer beards,
we shared a “Hairy” message across our
digital assets to wish all the dads out there a
Happy Father’s Day. We love you, Dads!

WEEK 18

PERCEPTION OF COLOR
The OUTFRONT STUDIOS team, inclusive
of multiple cultural backgrounds,
continues to build on the Black Heart
campaign and design. Staying within the
heart image parameter, the color shifted
from black on black, to a muted grey,
and lastly to color; representing a
continued solidarity, but also growth
within our perception of "color."

WEEK 23

THANK YOU TEACHERS
This back to school season is a first for
the world. Whether teachers are back
in the classroom or teaching remotely,
our billboards thank them for
supporting our children.

WEEK 25

OUT OF LOVE
OUTFRONT completed its second annual art competition, OUTFRAME.
This year’s theme was “OUT OF LOVE.” On one hand, artists could
design something ‘out of love’ because they are passionate about it. It
could be a cause, a movement, or a person. Conversely, artists might
be all ‘OUT’ of love, frustrated by the status quo and feeling like
enough is enough. The winning artwork, which was judged by several
well-known street artists and agency creatives, is being shared across
digital out of home assets across the country. The winner also gifted
the nonprofit of their choice with free media space for two weeks.

WEEK 33

WEEK 30

HALLOWEEN
As another holiday looks very different
this year, we wanted to make sure that
everyone remembers to have fun safely,
and wear a mask.

INTERNATIONAL
NURSES DAY

SAVE OUR
MUSIC STAGES

BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH
In honor of October’s Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, OUTFRONT wanted to show our support
for everyone that’s affected by this disease. We
included the phrase “Check to protect” to help
bring awareness to disease prevention and to
encourage everyone to stay on top of their health.

SOUND THE HORN

FIT FOR THE
FRONTLINE

GET BACK ON
YOUR FEET

GET OUT AND VOTE

NATIONAL COMING
OUT DAY

NATIONAL FIRST
RESPONDERS DAY

OUTFRONT continues to donate out of home media space to important causes,
movements, and initiatives across the country. We’ve collaborated with partners, agencies,
and organizations to help raise awareness for COVID-19, first responders, healthcare heroes,
public transit workers, displaced talent in the advertising world, and more.
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#RONAS REAL

